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If the potential in a two-particle system is the boundary value of an analytic 
function, the physical Hamiltonian H(0) has an analytic continuation H(e). The 
continuous spectrum of H(d) consists of the half-line Y(0, 4) which runs from 0 to 
toe*‘@. Integrating along lines parallel to Y(0, q5), this paper examines the Fourier 
transform of the resolvent R(A, 4). The integration path passing through *ice”’ 
yields semigroups {U(t, *ice*‘@, #)I (t > 0 and t < 0). Under the assumption that 
the potential is local and belongs to suitable P’-spaces, it is shown that the 
semigroups tend to norm limits as E tends to 0. The proof is based on the Paley- 
Wiener theorem for functions in a strip. It generalizes to multiparticle systems 
under conditions on RQ,#) that are to be verified with the help of the theory of 
smooth operators. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a multiparticle system with analytic two-body interactions. the usual 
Hamiltonian has an analytic continuation 
H(g) = -de”@ + T Vjl(xe-“). 
JTI 
(1.1) 
It is well known [ 6, 20, 2 1 ] that the continuous spectrum of H(4) consists of 
half-lines Y(n,, 4) starting at the thresholds AD of scattering channels and 
making angles 24 with the positive real axis. If 4 # 0, there are bounded 
idempotent operators P(&,, 4) projecting onto invariant subspaces of H(@), 
the half-line Y@,, 4) being the spectrum of P(A,,, 4) H(4) (see [2,22]). It is 
an open problem whether P(A,. 4) tends to a limit if 4 tends to 0. 
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Let R(1,@) be the resolvent of H(#). Assume that the number of thresholds 
is finite. The operator P(1,, 4) is defined by 
P(l,, @) = (27ri)-’ 1. R@. $) d, (1.2) 
where C, is a contour in the A plane that separates Y(1,,, 9) from the rest of 
the spectrum of H(g). If 4 tends to 0, the strips between the half-lines 
Y(lp, $) shrink to zero, so that expression (1.2) can no longer be used. We 
therefore want to replace Eq. (1.2) by an equation in which the integration 
with respect to 1 is performed right along Y@,,, @). Closely related is a study 
of the Fourier transform of R(I1.4) taken along lines parallel to Y(A,, 9). 
Specifically, we study the operator 
u(t,p, #) = (2ni)-‘(sgn t) I-a e-“‘R@ + le2”, $)ezim dl (1.3) 
. -CL 
as a function of p. At first, p is between successive half-lines. It is the main 
result of the present paper that the two-particle operator u((t, p, cp) is bounded 
uniformly in t and has norm limits as ,K tends to 0 from the left or from the 
right. Condition (1.4) on the resolvent is sufftcient for this result to hold. 
Because integral (1.3) presents convergence difftculties at t = 0, it is 
examined only on -co < t < 0 and 0 < t < co. For all those values of f, the 
operator U(t,p, $) is bounded, but there is a discontinuity at t = 0. If p is 
fixed, 0 < t < co, the family (Cr(t,p, $)} f orms a semigroup; if -co < t < 0. it 
is also a semigroup. In our next paper, a linear combination of the two- 
particle semigroups ((/(t, iOe”“, 4)] and (U(r, -iOe’im, q%)t will be shown to 
be a group { W, O,#)t h aving a strong derivative with respect to I. It is the 
group generated by P(0, 4) H($) ePzir on P(0, 4) f?‘(lR’), so that G(0, 0, $) is 
the projection P(O,$). The next paper will also show that P(0, @) H(4) is 
spectral, and details of the spectral resolution will be presented. 
Studying expression (1.3) is a multistep process. One step is to make 
estimates of R@ + le*‘O, 4) which allow ,u to tend to A,. This part of our 
work relies on Kato’s theory of smooth operators [ 121 in combination with 
n-particle resolvent techniques. In the present paper, the required analysis is 
carried out for two particles only. Roughly speaking, it is assumed that the 
two-body interaction I’(@) acts as multiplication by an analytic function 
V(xe-‘“) which can be factorized as V= AB, where A and B belong to 
Cp(lR ‘) f? B*‘(IF! “), with some p, r such that p < 3 < r. Thus V is less singular 
than x- ’ near x = 0 and decreases more rapidly than x * as x tends to co. It 
is assumed that there is no bound state with energy 0. Under these 
conditions, we show that almost every sufficiently small @ # 0 has the 
property that the half-line Y(0, 4) is surrounded by a strip n(E, 4) of width 
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2E in which A(#)R(il, 4) B(Q) is oun e uniformly in A. There exists a b d d 
constant a < co such that 
sup 1 -co IIA(~)R([/ * k] ezim, $)fll’ dl< a Ilfll’ (1.4) O<C<E --iii 
for every f in f?*. 
In light of the theory of smooth operators, these results are not surprising. 
Notice, however, that they could not hold if H(4) had eigenvalues in the strip 
A(E, 4). Thus @ must be chosen so that Y(0, 4) does not run through a 
resonance. This point is discussed in some detail in Section 4. If Q is close to 
0, the strip will have to be very narrow. If # = 0, any strip containing Y(0, 4) 
also contains the point spectrum of H(4). Thus, some of our formulas do not 
remain valid when I$ goes to 0. Throughout the present paper, 4 # 0. The 
strategy is to turn relations such as Eq. (1.4) into statements about groups 
and wave operators for $ f 0. In future papers, these are to be related to 
quantities that are known to exist when 4 = 0. 
Inequality (1.4) allows a detailed analysis of inner products 
@([I f i&l e2’@, #).A g) as analytic functions of I f ie in the strip 0 < E < E. 
A major tool is the Paley-Wiener theorem for functions in a strip [ 13, 181. 
In combination with the theory of smooth operators, it does not only 
produce bounded operators U(r, fi0e2’0, 4). It also shows that the integral in 
Eq. (1.4) tends to a limit as E + 0, and that this limit is equal to 
2~ fm IIA($) U(t, +i0e2im,~)fl~2 dt. (1.5) 
This is a good starting point for a theory of wave operators. 
In the absence of interactions, U reduces to an operator U, such that 
U,(f, *i0e2”, 4) vanishes if t ,< 0. The corresponding property is that 
U(r, fi0e2”, 4) d ecreases exponentially if I tends to r co. In the momentum 
representation, if (I, does not vanish, it acts as multiplication by exp(-ik2t) 
and therefore does not depend on 4. 
Once Eq. (1.4) is available, the analysis depends in no way on the number 
of particles or the number of thresholds A,,. In a system of more than two 
particles, suppose one wishes to investigate U(t, A, f iOe2’“, 4). Threshold 13, 
corresponds to a partition of the system into bound fragments that are being 
scattered. The sum of the binding energies is 1,. Denote the interaction 
within the fragments by V,, so that the interaction between fragments is 
V-VP. Suppose that V-V, is the sum of two-body interactions Vjl, each of 
which is a product AjlBj,. If we can show that there exists some E > 0 and 
a < co such that 
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the argument of this and the next paper can be repeated essentially 
unchanged to find the multiparticle group (G(t, A,,, #)} generated by 
P(A,,, #)[H($) - lP] emziO on P(l,, @) P*(lF?‘“-‘). Thus the problem is 
reduced to making resolvent estimates such as Eq. ( 1.6) for more than two 
particles. This requires a separate paper. 
For reasons of organization, Sections 2 and 3 are formulated so as to 
apply to any number of particles. The Hamiltonian and its analyticity 
structure are described in Section 2. Section 3 is devoted to the operator 
U(t,p, 4) before p tends to the spectrum of H(4). This section will make it 
easy later to work with P(A,, 9) R(,u + le*‘*, 4) and P@,, 4) u(t, ,u. g), then to 
let P tend to a threshold A4 # A,. Section 4 examines the resolvent equation 
for two particles, in particular near Y(O,$) and near eigenvalues of H(d). 
Inequality (1.4) is proved in Theorem 4.6. Some lemmas in Section 4 are 
more technical than would have been necessary if we had only been 
interested in two particles. The details are meant for future reference. In 
Section 5 we rewrite (I(t,p, @) as u(t, *i&e*“, 4) and let E + 0. The main 
results are in Theorems 5.3 and 5.5. Relation (1.4) is all that is used to show 
that CJ has a limit as E + 0. In this sense Section 5 applies to any number of 
particles. 
The projections P(,i,, q) were first introduced in [22] under the 
assumption that the two-body interactions are in the Schmidt class. This 
work was extended to local interactions by Balslev [2]. In either case, the 
difficulty is to prove that integral (1.2) converges. This requires that one 
makes estimates of R(l, 4) as J tends to co between successive half-lines 
w, 3 (b)- 
In the last few years, Balslev [ 3-5 ] has made a detailed analysis of R(A. @) 
as 1 tends to bounded subsets of the spectrum of H(4). Using stationary 
scattering theory, he defines local wave and scattering operators. These are 
objects associated with scattering in subspaces P(A,, 4) Q*, but depending 
only on R(A, 4) along some bounded segment of Y(A,, 4). Denote Balslev’s 
local scattering operator for channel p by S,(g) and write S for the usual S- 
matrix on the interval 1 between AP and the next threshold. Clearly, S is 
known only if @ = 0. Denote its pp diagonal element by S,,. Suppose I is 
below the smallest three-body threshold. By one of Balslev’s main results, 
S,($) can be continued analytically in the energy. It tends to S,, as 4 T 0 
and the energy is in I. Almost everywhere in 1. there is also a limit of S,(o) 
as (b 1 0. This is (SPP))‘*. 
It is very interesting to compare these results with a paper by Hagedorn 
[8] on two-cluster scattering in systems of up to four particles. Like Balslev. 
Hagedorn assumes analytic interactions. but he proceeds in a different way 
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otherwise. Without introducing S,(4), he shows directly that all S-matrix 
elements have analytic continuations. One wonders how the off-diagonal 
elements of S relate to S,(4). Suppose S is unitary and we know S,(d) for all 
p. What additional information is needed to find S? What happens to S,(#) 
if 4 + 0 but the energy is not in I ? How can we understand (S,,))‘* 
entering the theory? As preliminary investigations show, these questions can 
all be reduced to problems about the projections !‘(A,, 4) when @ tends to 0. 
Finding the answers is among the objectives of this and following papers. 
We now list some known inequalities that will be used in later sections. 
We consider real vectors x in R3n-3 and denote a typical three-dimensional 
component of x by x, . The usual operator -d on L! ‘(IF ” - ‘) is denoted by 
H,, its resolvent by R,(A). 
Let A and B be operators of multiplication by functions Atx,) and B(x,) 
in Cp(lRR’) n C4(lR3), with some p, 9 such that 2 <p < 3 < q. It is known 
from the work of Agmon [ 1 ] and Kato [ 12) that there exist constants c < 00 
and 6 > 0 such that 
fx IIA exp(iH,t)B]]( 1 + t2)6 dt < c. (1.7) 
From this it follows that AR&)B is bounded and norm Holder continuous 
with respect to 1, uniformly in A in the complex plane cut along the positive 
real axis. By Kato’s theory of smooth operators, AR,,(I k is) is bounded if 1 
is real and E > 0. Any f in f!2(R’“-3) has the property that exp(iti,t)fis in 
the domain of A for almost every real t. There exists a constant a < co such 
that 
.cc 
SUP 1 IIAk,(I f i~)fll’ d[ < a Ilfll’. &>O ‘-x 
2n (-% IIA exp(i/Ji,t)f]]2 dt < a Ilfll’. 
“-3c 
(1.8) 
In the special case that n = 2, so that R,,(n) is the resolvent of H, on f!‘(iR-‘), 
the operator AR,(L)B belongs to the Schmidt class and tends to 0 in 
norm as ]A] tends to co, see [ 1, 71. This is true, in particular, if J. goes to co 
along the positive real axis. By the Sobolev inequality [ 14, p. 3 11, the 
Schmidt norm does not exceed IIAI13 ]]B]], and is therefore bounded 
uniformly in A. Here I(. II3 denotes the norm in C3(Rz). 
If A satisfies Eq. (1.8), there is a constant c < co such that [ 121 
IIAR,,(I)ll < c I Im 1 I - I”. (1.9) 
Now suppose that f is in the domain of H,. Henceforth we denote this by 
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a(H,). Choose u > 0 and write g = (H, - iu)f. so that f = R,(h) g. By 
Eq. (1.9), 
It follows that there exist constants a and b such that 
II Af II G Q II Hof II + b llf II. (1.11) 
Since u may be very large, a can be chosen as close to 0 as we please. 
In the following, A and B actually belong to PP(R3)n !i?“(R3). with 
2 <p < 3 < r. This means that not only A and B, but also AB and BA are in 
Pp(l?‘)n~q(R”). with some p,q such that 2 <p < 3 cq. Hence AR,(A)B 
and [BA 1 R,(L)B are bounded. It will be understood that either quantity is 
meant to be the continuous extension of an operator that initially was 
defined on a(B) only. Now suppose that f(x) is any element of P!‘. Denote 
R,(A) Bf(x) by g(x). Typically, g(x) is not in P’, but can be written as the 
sum of two functions in suitable P’spaces [7. 12 I. It is because of this that 
Ag and (BA ) g may be shown to be in P ‘. Clearly, one may first verify that 
Ag is in P’, then multiply by B and verify that B(Ag) is also in P’. In this 
sense, AR,(l) Bf is in ‘D(B) wheneverJis in P’. Since B(.u)[A(s)g(x)l is the 
same as [B(x)A(x)] g(x), it follows that B[AR&)B] may be set equal to 
[BA] R,,(l)B. The adjoints of these operators are extensions of 
[B*R,*(L)A*I B* and B*R:(,l)[A*B* 1, respectively. Omitting the stars, we 
therefore say that [BR,(l)A ] B is the same as BR,(,4)[AB]. This result is 
used in Section 4. 
2. THE HAMILTONIAN 
The Hamilton operator is of the form 
H=H,+ v=-A + y Ifi,. (2.1) 
ji I 
It acts on a Hilbert space B(a,b) whose elements are analytic functions of 
complex dynamical variables. In the momentum representation, a wave 
function for the relative motion of n particles is denoted by f(ke”, co). It 
depends on one complex variable ke’* and 3n - 4 real polar angles w. The 
argument # takes values in some interval CY < o < /3. The space O(a, p) 
consists of all functions f which are analytic in ke’” for almost every W, 
regular in the sector a < Q < /I, and such that 




exists and is bounded, uniformly in Q for a < 4 < 8. In cases of possible 
ambiguity, we denote the space by @(a,/?, 3n - 3). Iffruns through 8 and Q 
is kept fixed, then f(ke’@, o) runs through a dense set in Q*(R”“-‘) which 
depends on 4. In the position representation, there are wave functions 
f(xe-‘“, w) with similar properties. These belong to a space S(-/I, -a). For 
details, the reader is referred to [ 19, 201. 
Let .‘I,, w, denote the vector in IFi’ from particle j to particle 1. It is 
associated with a two-particle space 0(-y. y, 3) of functions g(x,e-‘“, w,). 
The operator Vi1 acts on 0(--/I. -a. 3n - 3) as multiplication by a function 
of x,e-‘“, w, 
Vj,f(xe-‘“, w) = Vj,(x,e-im, oj,)f(wvep’“, co), (2.3) 
where Vjr(xlePim, w,) is a function in 0(-y, y, 3). In order that expression 
(2.3) be analytic in the sector a < 4 < p, we demand that 1’ 2 Ial and y > Ipi. 
The preceding is a preliminary assumption. For fixed #, it follows, in 
particular, that Vjl(-xePim, d) belongs to C*(lR’). Further assumptions are 
formulated in Eqs. (2.6F(2.8). 
If Vi, is in 0(--y, y, 3), (20,211 apply. We briefly discuss some features. In 
the momentum representation, H, acts as multiplication by k’e”‘. Its 
domain is the set of all f in G(a,/?) having the property that k2e2’@f is in 
@(a,p). The Hamiltonian is a closed operator on 6(a,j?) with the same 
domain as H,. If H acts on f in @(a, /I) and q is held fixed, we may write 
WfWe'@', w) = H(#)f (keim. o), (2.4) 
where f (ke”, w) on the right belongs to f?’ and H(4) is a closed operator on 
f?* with the same domain as H,(4). It is written out in Eq. (1.1). In the sense 
of Eq. (2.4), there are also operators V,,(4) on 2’. We assume that Vj,(x. w) 
is real. This makes H(0) self-adjoint. 
The operator H(gi) may have a point spectrum. The location of this does 
not depend on 4. It corresponds to bound states and resonances. There is 
certainly a continuous spectrum. This consists of a set of half-lines 
Y(Apr 4): A = A, + le2’* (O<l< 00) (2.5) 
starting at the thresholds AP of scattering channels. The spectrum of H&b) is 
along Y(0, $). This half-line also belongs to the spectrum of H(4). If 
0 < @ < 7112 and A, # A4, it is obvious that the half-lines Y(A,, $) and 
Y(&, 4) are separated. 
Let R(A, 4) be the resolvent of H(d). In the course of years, many papers 
have been devoted to R(A, 4) in the resolvent set of H(4) (6,20,2 11. In order 
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that we can allow A to tend to the spectrum of H(o). we assume that c’i, is a 
product of the form 
Vj,(W +,, L(I) = Aj,(xepim. u) Bj,(xe mim, u), (2.6) 
where Aj, and Bj, are multiplication operators from S(-11, y. 3) to 6(-y. ;I, 3) 
having the property that 
Aj,(xemi4, 0) and Bi,(d4. 0) E f!“(ip’) n P(IE -‘) (2.7) 
with some p, 4 such that 2 <p < 3 < q. The Pp- and X!%orms are required 
to be bounded uniformly in 4. 
We also want to make estimates of R(A, 4) as 111 tends to co. To this end. 
it is assumed that there exist some 6 > 0 and r > 3 such that 
(1 + x2emZim)’ Aj, and (1 +x2e~‘im)SB,i,E Y(R3)nPzr(R3), (2.8) 
with 6’. and f!“norms bounded uniformly in o. 
DEFINITION 2. I. For any i > 0, 0 < d < n/2, the symbol f(<, 4) stands 
for the region 
dist(A-spectrum H(9)] > [ > 0. (2.9) 
If Eq. (2.8) is true, c, Q are held fixed and A is restricted to f([, q), the 
norm ]]R(A, @)]I is bounded uniformly in A. This result is due to Balslev [2J. 
Now let ,U be a complex number such that the line 
yo1, 4): II = p + le2im (-m<I<co) (2.10) 
belongs to T([, 4). Then there exists a constant c < co such that 
(YE llR@ + le”“, @)fll’ d/ < c llfll’, (2.11) 
uniformly in p provided [, 4 are fixed. This was also shown by Balslev [2 ] 
under assumptions that are satisfied if Eq. (2.8) holds. The same results hold 
for a class of nonlocal interactions, see [22]. 
In Eq. (2.1 l), ,U + le2’@ runs along the line F(,D, $), which must be 
separated from the spectrum of H(O) by some [ > 0. Now let R,(l, qb) be the 
resolvent of H,(4). In the momentum representation, R& + lezim, 4) acts as 
multiplication by (k*e*‘@ _ fezi@ -p)-1e If Ajr($) satisfies Eq. (2.7), it 
follows from Eq. (1.8) that 
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Writing ,u = fisezim, we may let E -+ 0. This makes &J, 4) tend to the 
spectrum of H,,(4). In Section 4, Eq. (2.12) is generalized so as to give 
Eq. (1.4) for R(1, 4). The limit with respect o E is performed in Section 5. 
Remark 2.2. By Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7), Vi, belongs to Pp12 nPqJ2. By 
Eq. (2.8), Vjl belongs to Y” n 2”. Thus there exists some q > 0 such that Vj, 
belongs to C-“+3’2 n C3”‘. It follows that Eq. (2.12) remains true if A,i, is 
replaced by Vj,. 
3. FOURIER TRANSFORMS 
It is easy to verify that R,(A, 4) has a Fourier transform which in the 
momentum representation satisfies 
r(f 
(2zi))‘(sgn t) 1 e-“‘R&u + fezio, 4) e”” df 
--c& 
=o if t > 0, P > 0, 
= exp(-ik*t + i,ute m2io) if t > 0, P < 0, (3-I) 
= exp(-ik2t + @te m2im) if t < 0, P > 0, 
=o if t < 0, P < 0. 
Keeping the integration path $$, 4) fixed in r([, 4) we first generalize the 
notion of the Fourier transform to R(I., g). This prepares for Section 5 in 
which F@, 4) tends to the spectrum of H(@). 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let ,D be a complex number such that the line F(,u, 4) of 
Eq. (2.10) belongs to the region r([, 4). For 0 < d < n/2 and every real t # 0, 
the operator U(t,p, 4) is defined by 
U(t,,a, 4) = (2xi))‘(sgn t) Ia, eP”‘R(,n + le”O, 4) eZim dl. (3.2) 
. - cc 
To see that this gives a bounded operator U(t,,a, #), consider the resolvent 
equation 
The first term on the right has a bounded Fourier transform by Eq. (3.1). 
The second term is an integrable function of 1 by Eq. (2.11) and Remark 2.2. 
Hence U(t,,a, I) is bounded, but the bound is uniform in ,u only if it is 
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understood that F(D, 4) is restricted to f([, 0). This restriction is removed in 
Section 5. 
We first show that the family ( U(~,,U. @)} with fixed Q and pu, t > 0 or 
t < 0, forms a semigroup depending on the parameter t. Throughout this 
argument. yol, $) is in f([. q%). 
For simplicity, we begin by letting U act on functions f in the domain of 
[H(e)]‘. If A, is in the resolvent set of H. then 
R(l)=-(A-A,,)-‘+(A-&) ‘R(l)(H-A,). (3.4) 
By induction, 
R(n)=-;’ (A-lo)-‘(H-A,)‘-’ + (A-1,) “R(A)(H-A,)“. (3.5) 
,T 
Taking into account the sign of r, we choose A0 in such a way that 
This gives 
.I- 
( e-i/rQ + le?io 
-A,)-‘d/=0. (3.6) 
‘-L 
Wi)(sgn f) W. P. @)f (3.7) 
=.I 
.,I 
eMi”@ + le*‘* -A,)-* R(,u + le”“,@)[H($) -~,~zfe’iQ dl. 
-L 
The sole purpose of this device is to improve the convergence properties of 
the integral. It follows that 
U(s, PT 4) m A 4l.f 
=-(4n*)-l ( (e-iis~imr0,+le*im-~,)-*01+me2im-~,)-*(1-nt)~’ 
‘--% 
x [R@ + le”“, 4) - R(,u f me2im. g)] [H(@) - A0 ]“f } eZim dl dm. (3.8) 
Now suppose that s > 0, f > 0. Since the integrand is analytic, the integration 
paths may be deformed so that I - m has a small negative imaginary part. 
The resolvent R(u + me*‘*, $) can then be integrated with respect to I and the 
result is 0. Next, the resolvent R@ + le”*, 4) is integrated 
with the result that 
-x 
=.I e-““+“(p + le*‘O -A,,)“ R(u + le*‘*, @)[H(#) - ,I, 
vith respect to m. 
(3.9) 
- L,]” fe*‘* dl. 
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Because of Eq. (3.5) with n = 4, it follows that 
qs, P, 4) qt,/4 @)f= U(s + t, Pu, @)J (3.10) 
This is now true for f in the domain of [H(#)14, but since U is bounded, 
Eq. (3.10) is true for all f in II!‘. We have proved Eq. (3.10) for s, t > 0. By a 
similar argument. it applies if s, t < 0. By Eq. (3. I), U,(t. ,u. #) is not 
continuous at t = 0. Hence we have semigroups but not a group. 
Let Y(1,, $) belong to the spectrum of H(@), or let &, be an eigenvalue of 
H($). In either case, however, suppose that the lines Y(J, f i@ee?im, 4) are in 
f(i, 9). Because of Eq. (2.11). the integral 
P(A,, 4) = ji; (2ni)-’ fL [R(A, + [I + i8] e”“. 4) 
. -1 
- R(&, + (I - is] ezim, #)] e”O dl (3.11) 
defines a bounded idempotent operator PQ,, $) projecting onto an invariant 
s_ubspace of H(d) ( see [22]). The most interesting case arises if the lines 
Y(& f iBe”‘, @) separate Y(&, 9) from the rest of the spectrum of H(4). 
This we had in mind in Eq. (1.2), but it is not necessary for the following. 
Since the spectrum of P(&, 4) H(4) is confined to a strip of width 29 
around Y(J,. $), it is easy to verify that 
q$dwJ(4Pu,9)=0 
if t>O, F@,#) to the right of F(,I, - it9e”“. q%), 
t < 0, &4@) to the left of ?(A,, + il?e”“, 4). (3.12) 
Again, let &f, 4) be in r([, @). By 122 ], it follows from Eq. (2.11) that there 
exists a constant c < co such that 
27~ j-R lIU(t,p. @Ml' dt < c Ilfllz. (3.13) 
. - ix 
Now suppose that F(,D, 4) is to the left of F(J, + iOezim, g) and consider the 
function 
s(l) = (P(lp. 4) R@ + le”“. 4J-C g). (3.14) 
This belongs to P’(f) and by Eq. (3.12) has the property that its Fourier 
transform vanishes if t < 0. By the Paley-Wiener theorem [ 10, 13, 181, s(l) is 
the boundary value of a function s(l + ie) which is analytic in the half-plane 
E > 0 and belongs to f?‘(I) uniformly in E. 
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Let (g,} be a complete set in I!‘. It is one of the statements of the Paley-- 
Wiener theorem that 
< 277 )-* l(P(J,. 4) W~,P. W2,)12 df. (3.15) 
‘-I 
Because of Eq. (3.13). we may sum over II. Thus it follows that there is a 
constant c < co such that 
-CL 
1 IIP(A,, p)Rf,u + [I + ic] e”‘. @)fl12 dl < c lI./lI’ (3.16) 
. - x 
whenever E > 0. Starting with a line y@, 9) to the right of &A, - it?e”@, @), 
we can repeat the argument for resolvents R(,u + [1- is] e”“, 4). The most 
powerful results are obtained if p is close to kp. Lemma 3.2 summarizes the 
situation. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let each two-bo& interaction V,,($) satisfy Eqs. (2.6)- 
(2.8). Let P(A,, $) be a projection as defined bqr Eq. (3.11). Choose q > 0 and 
suppose that the lines &A, f irle2im, 4) are in f(<, 4). Then there exists a 
constant c < co such that 
1: IIP(A,,g) R(A, + [l f iv f k] e”‘, cP)fllz dl< c llfllz (3.17) 
‘x 
whenever E > 0. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let the data be as in Lemma 3.2. Giuen f in X?’ and 6 > 0, 
there exists a number L, not depending on E, such that 
(3.18) 
ProoJ: Given the constant c in Eq. (3.17). we choose g in the domain of 
H(4) such that IIf-gli’ < 6/4c. Replacing f in Eq. (3.18) by f -g gives an 
expression which is less than S/4, regardless of the value of L. Denoting the 
resolvent in Eq. (3.18) by R(A, 4). we now use Eq. (3.4) and examine 
(3.19) 
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Since P(Ap, 4) is bounded and the second integral would converge even if it 
did not contain ],I - il,j -‘, either integral is less than 6/16 provided L is 
sufftciently large. This sufftces to prove Eq. (3.18). 1 
LEMMA 3.4. I” the data are as in Lemma 3.2, the operator 
P@,, $) R(l, + [I + iv + ie] e*‘O. 4) (3.20 j
is an analytic function of 1 + ie, regular in the half-plane E > 0 and bounded 
uniformly in I+ ie. The operator 
P(1,,4)R(A,+ [l-iq-ie]e’im,#) 
has similar properties. 
(3.2 1) 
Proof. The function s(l) of Eq. (3.14) has an analytic continuation 
s(1 + ie). By Eq. (3.17), ~(1 + is) belongs to the Hardy space $j2 for the half- 
plane E > 0 [lo]. It follows that (~(1 + ie)( remains bounded if E > 0 and 
II+ ie) tends to co. Now take E = 0. The operator P(A,, 4) is bounded and 
R(A, + [I + iv] e2’0, 4) is continuous in 1 and bounded uniformly in 1. Hence 
s(1) is continuous and there is a constant c < co such that Is(l)1 does not 
exceed c l]fl] )I glj. By the Phragmen-Lindelof theorem [ 171, Js(1 + is)1 does 
not exceed c IIf]] I] gl]. F rom this, Lemma 3.4 follows easily. I 
LEMMA 3.5. If the data are as in Lemma 3.2, 
P(1,, 4) U(t, A, + i[rj + E] e”“, g) = e-“‘P(A,, $) CJ(t, 1, + ir]e”*, $) 
P@,, g) U(t, lp - i[q + E] e2’*, gj = e”‘P(A,, $) U(t, Ap - itye*‘*, $). 
(3.22) 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the Paley-Wiener theorem 
and can also be verified directly by shifting the integration path in the 
integral (3.2) for I/. 1 
Notice that the first operator (3.22) vanishes if r < 0 and the second one if 
t > 0. Hence, if E > 0, either operator decreases exponentially as r tends to 
fco. There are more subtle results of type (3.22) in Theorem 5.3. Proofs 
given there would also apply in the present case. 
4. THE RESOLVENT FOR Two PARTICLES 
In this section all operators act on f?!‘(R’). There is a two-particle 
interaction operator V($) satisfying the assumptions of Section 2. We study 
the resolvent equation 
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denoting the kernel by 
Since 
&(A, 4) = e -zioR,(~e-?io, 0). (4.3) 
it follows from Section 1 that M(I, @) belongs to the Schmidt class. It is 
analytic in the 1 plane cut along Y(O,$). norm HGlder continuous in the cut 
plane and on either side of Y(O.4). It tends to 0 in norm as IA 1 tends to co. 
By Eq. (1.8). 
.-x 
sup ( llA($) R,([I f ie] ezio, 4)fll’ d/G a Ilfllz. (4.4) 
E > 0 . - ,% 
The semigroup U,(~,,D, @) is related to exp(-iflo(O by Eq. (3.1). Because 
of Eq. (1.8), 
..m 
sup 271 ( llA($) U,(r, fine”‘, @)fll’ dt < a IlflI’. (4.5) 
E>O --3c 
Inequality (4.4) is generalized to R in this section; Eq. (4.5) is taken up in 
Section 5. 
As for the limit of M(A, 4) as Id/ tends to 00, it is important for future 
reference that this is uniform in arg 1 and 4. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let M(I1, 4) be defined bq’ Eq. (4.2), A($) and B(q) 
satisfying Eq. (2.7). Suppose that the integrals of IA($ and ]B(Q)(~ 
converge uniformly with respect lo $. Take -y < 4 < y and -n/2 < @ < n/2. 
Then there are Jnire constants M, N, 8 > 0, not depending on $. such rhat 
IIM(A 4111 < ~4 and 
IIW + k 4) -WA. @)I1 <W+’ (4.6) 
whenever 29 < arg A< 24 + 2~ and 24 ,< arg@ + h) < 24 + 2n. Given 6 > 0. 
there is a finite constant L, not depending on 9, such that IIM(A, @)I1 < 6 
whenever (A I > L, 24 < arg A,< 24 + 27~. 
Proof. Relation (4.3) reduces the problem to A(g) in the z 
plane cut along the positive real axis. Here, we write R,(z) instead of 
R,(z, 0). A further reduction examines the upper and lower half z planes 
separately. The following argument applies if Im z > 0, in which case we 
have 




The proof uses some details behind Eq. (1.7) (see [7, 121). Specifically, 
there is a constant c < a~ such that 
llA(4) exrWo4 B(#)ll < c IfI -3’q IIAVN, 11~(~)11,. (4.8) 
Since q > 3 and the Fnorms are bounded uniformly in 4, we can choose T. 
not depending on z, 4, such that integrating over the interval -T < t < 0 
contributes less than 6/3 to integral (4.7). If either side of Eq. (4.7) is 
denoted by K(z, 4), the contribution from -co < t < - T by K,(z, @), the 
foregoing says that 
/IK&. #I- W? 4)II < J/3. (4.9) 
Since there is also an inequality (4.8) with q replaced by p, the integral 
over -co < t < -T converges uniformly in z and #. Hence ]IM(1, ++)]I is 
bounded uniformly in 1 and 4. This also follows from the estimate of the 
Schmidt norm at the end of Section 1. 
As for the Holder continuity, suppose that t < 0, Im(z + h) > 0, Im z > 0, 
then observe that 
le- 
i(z +h)f - e-“‘1 < min(2, Ihtl). (4.10) 
To make an estimate of K(z + h, 4) - K(z, g), we use Eq. (4.8) with p instead 
of q, multiply by min(2, I ht I), and integrate with respect to t. Remember that 
p < 3 and that there is no loss of generality in assuming p > 2. The estimate 
comes from 
2 ,-::““I lfl-3/~df + ljl I.‘,; Ir, ~tl’-~‘~ dt < b Ihi -‘+3iP. 
(4.11) 
.- -, I 
with some constant 6. Now write -1 + 3/p = 0 > 0. This gives the B that 
may be used in Eq. (4.6). The proof shows that N exists not depending on 1 
and 4. 
We now turn to the behavior of K(z, 4) for large ]z /. Suppose we have 
sequences (A,} and (B, } tending to A and B in the P-norm as n tends to co. 
In an obvious notation, this gives a sequence {Krn(z, d)} tending to K&z, 6). 
Hence, given T, we can choose n so large that 
II KTfI(G 4) - ~~,(zv 4111 < a/3. (4.12) 
We must now identify A,, and B,. Given T, n, we then need to show that L 
can be chosen such that 
IIK& $111 < d/3 if /z(>L, Imz>,O. (4.13) 
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For reasons that will become clear later, we define 
~,(xe-‘~) = n”(n + .emio)-‘. 
then take A, = w,A and B, = w,B. Since -7t/2 < 4 < n/2. 
(w,(xe-id)( < n’(n’ + x*)-~,’ < 1. 
Given any E > 0, we can find R, not depending on 4, such that 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
jdco!: I(w,(,vep“‘- lIA(xe~im,~)IP.~‘d,~ ( F. (4.16) 
If R is fixed. 0 <x < R, then 1 w,(xe-‘@) - 114 0 as n + co, uniformly in @. 
Hence w,A tends to A in the PP-norm, uniformly in $; and similarly for B. 
We now choose n so large that Eq. (4.12) is true for all 4. This reduces the 
problem to finding L so as to satisfy Eq. (4.13). 
The point about us,, is that there exists a constant c, depending on n but 
not on $, such that 
f dw 1: Ix’w,(xe-“) A(xe-“, w)I* x2 dzc 
I;3 
< c(llA II&* f=’ x’*(n* +x2)-’ x2 d.u 1 < co. (4.17) -0 
This follows from Eq. (4.15) and Holder’s inequality. If x’r~, in the 
integrand is replaced by 1~~. we get an integral which also converges. 
Now consider the operator exp(iH,t). In the position representation, this is 
an integral operator with kernel [ 7, 121 
(-471iI) m3i2 exp[ -i(x - x’)*/4r]. (4.18) 
Since A,, and B, belong to P* by Eq. (4.17), the operator A,, exp(iH,t) B, 
belongs to the Schmidt class if t # 0. Its Schmidt norm can be integrated 
with respect to t over the interval -co < t < -T. 




dt e-iztt-3’2 1 (g(x, w) A,(xe-‘“, w) B,(x’e-im, o’)f(x’, w’) 
-cc 
X exp[-i(x* +x’* - 2Xx’ cos(o - w’))/4t] ) do dw’ x2 dxx’* dx’. (4.19) 
Integration by parts with respect to t replaces the factor exp(-izt) by 
(-iz)-’ exp(-izt). It is easy to see that the integrated term does not exceed 
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some constant times l\fll 1) gjl (z(-‘. There remains an integral whose 
integrand contains (-iz))‘, a large negative power of t, and a factor 
g(x, co) A,(xeeim, w)[x’ + x’* - 2xx’ cos(w - co’)] B,(x’emim, w’)f(x’, 0’). 
(4.20) 
Because of Eq. (4.17), function (4.20) may be integrated with respect to 
x,x’, o, o’. Although we have not written out the t dependence of the 
integrand, it is easy to see that the integration with respect o t converges. 
Summarizing, I(Krn(z, $)f, g)l does not exceed a constant times 
llflj 11 g(l Izj -I. This enables us to choose L in agreement with Eq. (4.13) and 
completes the proof of Lemma 4.1. 1 
Since M(1,#) belongs to the Schmidt class, Eq. (4.1) for A (4) R(A, 4) can 
be solved explicitly in terms of a quotient of two series, except at points lo 
where M(JL, 4) has an eigenvalue 1. Let us investigate the situation at such 
points A,,, assuming that M(&, #)f=f: If we omit the variables A,,, Q, then 
Mf =f means the same as -AR,Bf =J We assume that A and B satisfy Eqs. 
(2.7) and (2.8). Hence (BA) ROB is bounded. By the end of Section 1, f is in 
the domain a(B). Multiplying Mf = f by B shows that -VR,Bf = Bj Now 
suppose that 1, is not on Y(0, $). Then R, is bounded at Jo, so we may write 
Bf as (H, - ,I,,) R,BJ: Hence (H, + V - lo) RoBf = 0. This suggests that 
R,,Bf is in the null space of H, + I’ - Jo, except that it is conceivable that 
RoBf = 0. The latter possibility is easily ruled out, however. We denote the 
null space of any operator T by a(T), its domain by ‘D(T). Since %(R,) is 
empty, R,,Bf = 0 requires Bf = 0. Now recall that AR,, is bounded, by 
Eq. (1.11). Thus, if Bf = 0, then AR,Bf = 0. Hence Mf = 0. But Mf =f and f 
is supposed to be nonzero. Hence RoBf is nonzero and is in ‘Jl(H, + V- Jo). 
If the equation Mf =f has n linearly independent solutions fi (i = l,..., n) 
and xi cifi # 0, then R,B xi cifi # 0 by the foregoing. It follows that the 
vectors RoBfi are independent. Hence dim ‘%(H, + V - A,,) > dim %( 1 - M). 
The foregoing argument has a converse as follows. Suppose that 
Hg = 1, g, where 1, may now be on Y(0, #). The assumption implies that g is 
in a(H), and since V is in P’, it follows that g is in D(H,) and D(V). Hence 
(H, - &)g = -Vg. Since AR, V is bounded, Vg is in D(AR,). Also, since g 
is in %(H,,), it is in D(A), by Eq. (1.11). Since AR,B is bounded, it follows 
that AR,B(Ag) is in P2. This quantity is the same as AR, Vg, as explained at 
the end of Section 1. We now apply AR, to (H, - A,,) g = -Vg. This gives 
Ag = -AR,B(Ag). Hence MAg = Ag, but it is conceivable that Ag = 0. 
Suppose Ag = 0. Then VR, B(Ag) = 0, hence VR, Vg = 0. Since VR, V is 
bounded, Vg is in %(VR,), and so is (H, - &,)g. Applying VR, to the 
equation (H, -&)g= -Vg gives Vg = -VR, Vg. It follows that Vg = 0, 
hence (H, - &)g = 0. But !R(H,, - &) is empty, hence there is a 
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contradiction and Agf 0. This implies that dim!?I(l -M)> 
dim %(H,, + V - A,,). 
In so far as points 1, not on Y(0, $) are concerned. the above may be 
summarized as follows. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let A and B sati& Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8), and define M(k, 4) 
by Eq. (4.2). If 1, is in the resolvent set of H,,(d), then the equation 
W&v 4)~‘” =f h as a solution if and on& tf H(4) has an eigenvalue ,I”. The 
null spaces of 1 - M(l,, 9) and H($) - 2, have the same dimension, with 
%[I -MA,v$)J =A(4)~7[W)-4,I. (4.2 1) 
Lemma 4.2 does not immediately generalize to larger numbers of particles. 
The reason is that in larger systems there may be spurious vectors in 
!JI[ 1 -M(1,, #)I, that is, vectors whose existence does not prevent 
A($) R@,, 4) from being bounded. We return to this point when we come to 
the three-body problem. 
When examining A, in the spectrum of H,(@). hence A0 on Y(0, 9). it is 
helpful to invoke the dilation analyticity of the theory. By way of 




Both K and A4 belong to the Schmidt class. Hence, Eq. (4.22) can be solved 
in terms of the well-known Fredholm formulas [ 161 
D,=K, d,= 1. d, =O, 
D n+, =d,+,K +KD, (n 2 0). (4.24) 
-(n + l)d,+, = trace(KD, _ ,) (n Z 1). 
There is a similar solution for AR in terms of AR,,. To find this, K in 
Eq. (4.24) must be replaced by M. This replaces D and d by E and e, say. 
Clearly, d, = e,, d, = e,, and AD, = E,A. Now suppose that d, = e, 
(m = 0, I,.... n + 1) and AD,,, = E,A (m = 0, l,..., n). Then it is easy to see 
that AD,, + , = E, + , A. To find d, + Z, we have to evaluate 
trace(KD,) = trace(-R,BAD,) = trace(-R,BE,A) 
(4.25) 
= trace(-AR,BE,) = trace(ME,). 
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By induction, it follows that d = e and AD = EA. Now, any i, in the 
resolvent set of H,-,(4) is an eigenvalue of H(Q) if and only if d(A) = 0. If 
d(I) = 0, then e(A) = 0. This results in an eigenvalue 1 for M(A, #), 
confirming Lemma 4.2. 
Now take 4 20, A0 = le”*, I# 0. E > 0, denote the limit of 
M( [I - ie] e”O, q) as s-10 by M([f-iO]e2im, $) and suppose that this has 
an eigenvalue 1. Then e([f - iO] ezim) = 0. Because of the dilation analyticity, 
e and d are analytic in A. Hence we may simply write e&J = d(&) = 0. 
We now examine M&, w) for v/ > +. It is well known that the Fredholm 
denominator d(L) does not depend on w. Thus M(&, w) is associated with a 
Fredholm determinant e(A) such that e(&) = 0, where Lo is in the resolvent 
set of H,(W). It follows that !II[ 1 - M(A,, w)] is not empty and relates to 
eigenvectors of H(v) according to Lemma 4.2. Hence the equation 
M( [/ - iO] e*‘O, @)f=f has a solution if and only if the operators H(v) with 
I// > $ have an eigenvalue le”*. 
It is well known that the dimension of ‘!R[H(w) - le”“] does not depend on 
V, but in making this statement we must keep v > 4. We mention without 
proof that the null space of 1 - M( [I - iO] e*‘O, $) has the same dimension as 
%[ 1 - M(A,, w)] and that its elementsf(xe-“, o) are limits. in the f!‘-norm, 
of the analytic functions f(xe -iU, o) that span !R[ 1 - M(A,, w)]. This will be 
shown in a more general setting in a paper on the three-body problem. 
If @ > 0, I # 0, and M( [I + iO] ezi4, 4) has an eigenvalue 1, then the above 
argument can be repeated to show that !e”’ is an eigenvalue of H(v) with 
v/ < 4. In particular, lezim is an eigenvalue of H(0). But H(0) is self-adjoint 
and IeZim is not real. Hence if 4 > 0, I # 0, then M( [I + iO] ezio, $) does not 
have an eigenvalue 1. In the case of systems with more than one half-line 
Y(Ap, #), the reasoning of this paragraph applies to the half-line with the 
smallest A,. 
If H(d) has an eigenvalue le*‘“, then M([I f iO] ezim, 4) both have eigen- 
values 1. This follows from the discussion preceding Lemma 4.2. We want to 
look at this more closely. The crucial step consists of applying AR, to the 
equation (H, - 1,) g = -Vg. It is claimed that AR,(H, - A,) g = Ag. To be 
precise, we have to examine 
A@) R,([I * k] ezim, @)[H,($) - fe*“] g 
= A(4) g + ise2imA($) R,( [I f ie] e”“, $) g. (4.26) 
If E + 0, the right side of Eq. (4.26) tends to A($)g. This is because of Eqs. 
(1.9) and (4.3). Thus AR,(H, - &) g = Ag in the sense of limits with respect 
to E. In the same sense, VR,(H, - A,,)g = Vg. This equation was used to 
show that Ag # 0. By the proof of Lemma 4.2, either side of Eq. (4.26) is 
equal to M([f f i&j e*‘@, 4) A(@) g. This has a limit M([I f iO] e*“, $) A(d) g, 
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which is therefore equal to A(#)g. Summarizing, it is true that le”” being an 
eigenvalue of H(4) gives M( [r f iO] e*‘“, 4) eigenvalues 1. 
Now recall that M([f + iO] e*‘@. @) does not have an eigenvalue I if $ > 0. 
I # 0. Hence if $ > 0, I# 0, then leZim cannot be an eigenvalue of H($). The 
null space of I - M( [I - iO] eZim, $j need not by empty. Its elements 
f(xe piQ, w) are P*-limits of functionsf(.ue-‘“, w) in !JI[ 1 - M(le*‘@. u/) 1, with 
v > #. By the proof of Lemma4.2, R,(fe”“, ~)B(lc/)f(xe~‘~. w) is in 
%[H(w) - le”“]. Denote R,Bf by g. If @ is fixed and w varies, then 
g(?ce-‘“, w) is in P* as long as v > 9. but since %[H(4) - lezim ] is empty, 
there is no f!*-limit g(.uePim, w). 
If f > 0, then for M([I f iO] e*‘“, @) both to have eigenvalues 1. it is 
necessary that 4 = 0. By the foregoing, M(/ f i0, 0) both have eigenvalues 1 
if I> 0 is an eigenvalue of H(0). If either M(I + iO.0) or M(I - i0, 0) has an 
eigenvalue 1, then e(l) = 0, hence d(f) = 0. By 1201, I is an eigenvalue of 
H(0). This means that M(f f iO.0) both have an eigenvalue’ 1, or neither one 
does. They both do if and only if f is an eigenvalue of H(0). The dimensions 
of the various null spaces are equal by an argument that will be presented in 
a paper on the three-body problem. Results similar to the above were 
formulated by Balslev [3] in a different language and under somewhat 
different assumptions on V(o). 
There are generalizations for more than two particles, yet this case 
requires further investigation. It is an obvious complication that the spectrum 
of a multiparticle Hamiltonian H(4) may contain two or more half-lines 
Y(A,, 4). In larger systems. there is also the difficulty that W[ 1 - K(A, 4) ] 
may contain spurious vectors. If this occurs at J. = A,,. it means that 
d(&) = 0, but that the Fredholm numerator also vanishes at Lo, in such a 
way that the Fredholm quotient gives a bounded resolvent R(&, 4). Hence A0 
is not an eigenvalue of H(4). Since !II[ 1 - M(A, 4) j may also contain 
spurious vectors, there is the problem of classifying the vectors in either null 
space as spurious or nonspurious. It needs to be investigated, in particular, 
whether the classification changes if f(xe-‘“, w) in ‘%[ 1 - M(fe*“. v)l is 
being considered and v/ tends to 4. This information must then be related to 
any eigenvalues of H(4). This question will be taken up when we come to the 
three-body problem. 
In our discussion of the null space of 1 - M@, @), we have not looked at 
A = 0, which is an essential singularity of d(A) and e(1). In the following it is 
assumed that ‘%[ 1 - M(0, #)] . is empty. This can be viewed as an assumption 
on the strength of the interaction. The question was investigated by 
Hagedorn [9] under assumptions on the interaction which are not the same 
as Eqs. (2.6)-(2.8), but closely related. Replacing I/ by gV, where V is fixed 
and g is a coupling constant, Hagedorn shows that almost every g has the 
property that H, + gV does not have an eigenvalue 0. Recall the quantum 
mechanics of the square-well potential. It is a standard exercise to identify 
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the coupling constants for which there is a bound state with zero energy 
[ 1.51. If the equation Hf= 0 had an P2-solution, we could in this paper easily 
handle this with the help of a projection operator. In the three-body problem. 
however, it would make the origin a degenerate threshold, and this is what 
we want to avoid. 
DEFINITION 4.3. For any E > 0, 0 < 4 < 77/2, the symbol A(E, 4) stands 
for the region obtained by cutting the strip between the lines F(;(fiEe”“, 4) 
along the half-line Y(0, 4). The closure of /i(E, #) is denoted by /i(E, 4). 
LEMMA 4.4. Let A and B satisfy Eqs. (2.6)-(2.8). Take 0 < 0 < y and 
0 < 4 < 7~12. Suppose that !I[ 1 - M(0, #)] is empty. For almost every 4 in the 
allowed interval, there e-xists a number E > 0 such that 1 - M(& 4) is inver- 
tible at every 1 in the region /i(E, 4). 
Proof: Since M(0, 4) is compact, the data imply that 1 - M(0, 4) is 
invertible. By the Holder continuity of M(& #), we can find h > 0 such that 
1 - M(& #) is invertible if ]I ] < h. By Lemma 4.1, [ 1 - M@, d)] -’ can be 
evaluated as a series in M(1, 4) if 1 A 1 exceeds some L. Because the Fredholm 
denominator d(I) is analytic and does not depend on 4, the annulus 
h < I;1 ] < L contains a finite number of points at most that are eigenvalues of 
H(4) for some or all allowed values of 4. These are precisely the points at 
which 1 -M& 4) is not invertible for some or all allowed values of 9. We 
now choose 4 such that i’(O,#) does not pass through any of these points. 
Given this 4, the number of eigenvalues being finite means that there is some 
E > 0 such that there are no eigenvalues in the closed strips of width E on 
either side of y(O, 4). This construction determines a region z(E, 4) 
satisfying Lemma 4.4. I 
LEMMA 4.5. If the data are as in Lemma 4.4, then [ 1 -. M(A, $)] -’ is 
analytic in the region A(E, 4). untformly bounded and untformly norm 
Holder continuous in the region /1(E, 4). 
Proof Analyticity follows from the fact that M@, 4) is analytic. Denote 
]] [ 1 - M(A, #)] -’ ]I by N(I1). This quantity is bounded by the construction of 
/1(E, 4). Since ]]M(I, #)I] + 0 as ]A ] + co, we can find L such that N(A) < 2 if 
]A j > L. Denote the intersection of the regions_lk] <L and x(E, 4) by /i. By 
the Holder continuity of M(A, #), each A in n is associated with a number 
H(1) such that 
IIM@ + hv 4) -WA 4)II < WW) (4.27) 
whenever 1 and A + h are connected by a path in 1 whose length does not 
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exceed H(1). Under this condition. [ 1 - M(J + h, @)I ’ can be written as 
11 - M(& p)) -’ plus a perturbation series. It follows that 
N(A + h) < N(A)’ \ 1 + c 
t N = I 
[N(A) lIM(A + h, 0) - M(A, f$)/l]” ( < 21(/I). 
(4.28) 
Now, each i, in 2 is the center of a disk of radius H(1). By the Heine-Bore1 
theorem, there exists a finite set of points ii (i = I..... n) such that their disks 
cover 2. Hence, in /i it follows that N(J) does not exceed 2 maxi N(1,). In 
the complement of 2 in /i(E. @), we had N(A) < 2. Hence N(1) is uniformly 
bounded in /;(E, 9). Everywhere in l(E, @), we may write 
[l-M(1+h,@)]-‘- 11 -MW)lP 
= [I -M(~+h,~)]~‘[M(~+h,~)-M(~,g)Jll -mwr’~ (4.29) 
Uniform Holder continuity now follows from the uniform bound on 
11 - M(1. $)] - ’ and the uniform Holder continuity of M(1. $). 1 
THEOREM 4.6. If the data are as in Lemma 4.4, then the operator 
A(@)R(A4)W) is analytic in the region A(E, q5). uniformly bounded and 
uniformly norm Hiilder continuous in z(E, @). It belongs to the Schmidt class 
for every 1 in /1(E, 4) and tends to 0 in norm as IA / + 00. There exists a 
constant a < 00 such that 
-II 
sup ) JJA(@)R([l* ie] ezim. $)fIl’dl,<a llflIz (4.30) 
OC.&<k --x 
for every f in If2. 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.5 and the corresponding properties of 
R,(1, d), in particular Lemma 4.1 and Eq. (4.4). 1 
Remark 4.7. If any particular q. allows a region /1(E. @o), then the half- 
line Y(0, go) is separated from any zeros of the Fredholm denominator d(A) 
by a distance at least E. Since d(A) has no zeros outside some disk 111 <L, 
the half-line may be rotated through some angle without striking any zeros. 
Hence tie belongs to some interval ar < 4 < /3 in which each 4 allows a region 
/1(E, 0). The choice of E may be adjusted so that a single E applies 
throughout u < 4 <p. Thus we get a fan of strips /i(E. 4). Now consider 
M( [l * ic ] ezi*. 4) as a function of 1, E. $ in the region -co < 1 < co. 
0 < E < E. a < @ < /?. By Lemma 4.1, [ 1 - M(I,, $)I ’ is bounded uniformly 
in 1, q if 111 >L and L is sufftciently large. The remaining three-dimensional 
region can be treated by a Heine-Bore1 argument as in Lemma 4.5. Among 
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other things, this requires continuity in 4. This is ensured by the continuity in 
(f f ie) eZim and the dilation analyticity in xe-‘“. Lemma 4.1 now allows 
estimates to be made uniform in 4. In particular, [ 1 - M(A, #)] - ’ is bounded 
and norm Holder continuous with respect to A, uniformly in A,$, in the 
product of /i(E. 4) and a < d <p. Thus Lemma 4.5 holds uniformly in 4 on 
a < Q </I. To prove Theorem 4.6. we used Lemmas 4.1, 4.5, and Eq. (4.4). 
One can make an estimate of the constant a in Eq. (4.4) in terms of 
II A($) ROG. $)A *($)II* see [ 121. Since the latter quantity is bounded 
uniformly in 4, the constant a may be chosen independent of 4. Hence 
Theorem 4.6 is uniform in 4. This information will be used in a future paper 
in which we want to vary 4. 
5. SEMIGROUPS 
This section is devoted to the two-particle semigroup CT(t, p, 4) on C’(lR”), 
as defined by Eq. (3.2). Up to this point, the integration path used in 
evaluating U(t,p, 4) had to be in the resolvent set of H(d). In the two-particle 
case, we now remove this restriction, so that ~1 may tend to 0. In doing so. 
we could probably dispose of any eigenvectors of H(g) with the help of 
projection operators, then take advantage of the fact that in the two-particle 
case the continuous spectrum of H(q) consists of one half-line only. But such 
a procedure would not generalize to larger systems. It is on purpose that the 
following looks only at the strip /i(E, 4). The argument rests on Eq. (4.30). 
LEMMA 5.1. v A(@)R(A 4) satisfies Eq. (4.30) and B($) satisfies 
Eq. (2.7), there is a constant c < co such that 
sup I WY fiEe2’*, 4j.L g)l < c llfll II gll (5.1) 
O<E<E 
whenever --co < t < 0, 0 < t < co. Notice that U(t,,u, 4) has not been de3ned 
for t = 0. 
ProoJ The operator U, associated with R, is bounded by Eq. (3.1). To 
evaluate u, we write R = R, - R,BAR. It suffices to make an estimate of 
im /(A(#) R([I + i&l ezim, #)f. [Ro([f * ie] eziO, 4) B(+)] *g)l dl. (5.2) --cx 
This quantity does not exceed some constant times ]]f]] ]I g]], by the Schwarz 
inequality. Eq. (4.30) for AR and a similar equation for B*R,*. fl 
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Remark 5.2. Since 
R *( I/ + ie] e”O, ~)=R([lfil:]e~“O.-~), (5.3) 
results about R correspond in an obvious way to results about R*. 
We now choose some 6 > l/2 and define the operator X(G) by 
X(@)f(xe -jrn, w) = (1 + xy?emZim)bf(Xemio, w). (5.4) 
If -7r/2 < 4 < x/2, then X-‘(4) is bounded and takes analytic functions of 
.ve-‘m into analytic functions. The function X-‘(xe-“) has the properties 
attributed to A and B in Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8). Hence X- ‘R, B is bounded 
and 11X- ‘R,flJ is square-integrable with respect to 1. Then. since 
liX?Rfll= /IX?R,f-X-‘R,BARfII < IlX~‘Ro./II + IIX- ‘R,BII IlARfll, 
(5.5) 
IJX- ‘Rfll is square-integrable. 
The preceding enables us to utilize the function 
s(l+ie)-(X~‘(g)R([f+i~je”~,~)f,g). (5.6) 
If the data are as in Lemma 5.1, s(I + is) is analytic in the strip 0 < F < E 
and 
sup )-’ ls(l+ i&)1? dl< co. 
O<EC.c ‘-r 
(5.7) 
By the Paley-Wiener theorem for functions in a strip [ 13, Sect. 3; 18. 
Theorem 97 1, s(l + ic) tends to a boundary value s(l+ i0) in mean square 
and also for almost every 1. The Fourier transform of s(l + ic) is of the form 
e-“‘?(t). It is square-integrable with respect to f if 0 ,< e < E. 
In our case, ems’ A s(t) is related to the semigroup U(f. ice”“, 4). Suppose 
f # 0. Then 
t(t) = i(2z)“‘(sgn t) eC’~‘im(X~ ‘(4) U(t. ice”m, q)J g). (5.8) 
By Lemma 5.1. e-“‘.?(t) is bounded uniformly in f and E. There is a constant 
c < co such that 
IWI < ce”’ Il./II lIW’)*gll < 02”’ llXm’ll llfll II 4. (5.9) 
Letting E + 0. we see that there is a bounded sesquilinear form Sl(f) for every 
t # 0. This form defines a bounded linear operator f?(f. 4) such that 
(s^(f, $15 g) = f(f). Now 
I(% &?)I < c llfll IIW ’ )*A. (5.10) 
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Taking g = X*h and letting h run through 3(X*) gives 
I(L ~*x*w = IL% X*h)l = I(% g)l G c llfll II h II* (5.11) 
Since lo(X*) is dense in !?*, the operator 3*X* is densely defined. By 
Eq. (5.1 l), it has a bounded extension to all of 2’. The adjoint is (3*X*)* = 
x**g** 
Hence Xi 
where the right side is equal to Xs^, see [ 11. Problem III, 5.261. 
is bounded uniformly in t. This makes it possible to define an 
operator U(r, i0e2’0, @) by 
U(t, iOe”“, @) = -i(2n)-‘.“(sgn t) eZimX($) S(t. 4). (5.12) 
A similar argument starting from a function s(l - ie) defines U(t, -iOe”O, 4). 
Because the Fourier transform of s(/ + it) is of the form e-“‘f(f), the 
operators U with different values of E obey a relation as in Lemma 3.5. 
THEOREM 5.3. If fhe data are as in Lemma 5.1 and 0 <E < E. the 
operators U(f, fiOe”*, 4) defined as in Eq. (5.12) safisjj 
U(t, ifze*‘*, 4) = e-“CJ(f, iOe*‘@, g). 
U(f, -keZiO, 4) = e”‘U(f, -i0e2’*, @). 
(5.13) 
The operators U in Eq. (5.13) are bounded ur;iformly in f and E. For etlery E 
in rhe inferoal 0 < E < E, there exisfs a number 6 > 0, depending on E, such 
fhaf the operators e”“U(f, &e2’“, 9) are bounded. The operators 
e -EtU(t. i0e2’*, 4) and eE’U(f, -iOe*‘“, 4) are bounded. 
Proof By Eq. (5.8). 
X-l($) U(f, iee2’@, @) = -i(2rr-“‘(sgn f) e-Er+ziOS(f, @), (5.14) 
and similarly for --E. Applying X(d) gives Eq. (5.13). There is a uniform 
bound because of Lemma 5.1. 
By Eq. (5.13), U(f, iee2im, 4) decreases as em” if f tends to co. Also, 
U(f. i&e*‘*, 4) = e’E-E)‘U(f, iEe”*, @). (5.15) 
This decreases as exp(E - e)t if t tends to --03. Thus in this case 6 may be 
chosen as min(e, E - E). Taking E = E in Eq. (5.13) gives the last part of the 
lemma. Since E > 0 is the same half-plane as p < 0, the last part is a weak 
generalization of the fact that (/,(t.p, 4) = 0 if f > 0, p > 0 or t < 0, 
.u<o* I 
LEMMA 5.4. If fhe dafa are as in Lemma 5.1. any f in I?’ has the 
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property that U(t, +iOe”@,$)f is in D(A(#)l for almost every real t and 
satisfies the inequalit! 
. % 
271 ( llA($) U(r, ~iOe”“,~)f~l dt 6 a llfllz. (5.16) 
. % 
tt,here a is the constant of Eq. (4.30). 
Proof. Let ( g, ) (n = 1, 2,...) be a complete orthonormal set in L! ’ and 
suppose that each g, is in BD[A *(#)I. The set of Hermite functions satisfies 
these conditions. If E > 0. 
Zn (.a e-2Ef I(U(t, i0e2”, 4).LA*($)g,)12 df 
. -.x 
.,-x 
= 1 I(A(q) R([f + ic] eZim, @)f. g,,)I’ dl. (5.17) 
. --x, 
This follows from Theorem 5.3 and the definition of U(t, ieezim, 4) in terms of 
the Fourier transform of R([1+ is] e2”, $). On the right. we may sum over n. 
This gives 
-1 !-I,l~A(b)R([[+ic]e”o.Q)fll~d’, (5.18) 
which by Eq. (4.30) does not exceed a Ilfll’. It follows that the integrand on 
the left may be summed over n for almost every t. For any fixed t, the 
quantity U(t. iOezim, p)f is a function h(t,x). say, and the integrand on the 
left contains 
( (_ h(t, x) A(x) g,(x) d.y ( ‘. (5.19) 
If this may be summed over n. then A(x) h(t, x) must be in P’(x). Hence 
h(t, x) is in B(A). This is the case for almost every t. We may perform the 
sum over n first and the integral over t next. This gives 
-‘El ]]A($) U(t, i0e2im, $)fjj’ dt <a Ilfjl’. (5.20) 
For brevity, write this as 
.Lc 
_( e -“‘N(t, 0) dt < a IIfll’. ‘L (5.21) 
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For any T > 0, 
f” N(t, 0) df + (-r em-*“‘N(f, 0) dt < 1’ e-‘E’N(f, 0) dt < a Ilfliz. 
. --ir ‘0 . % 
(5.22) 
By the theorem of dominated convergence. 
(5.23) 
Letting T tend to co gives Eq. (5.16) with the upper sign. The lower sign can 
be discussed in a similar way. 1 
THEOREM 5.5. If the data are as in Lemma 5.1. any f in ll?’ has the 
property that U(t, +iOe*‘*, $)f is in D[A(4)] for almost every real t and 
= 27~ fij: IIA($) U(t, fiOe*“, qd)f (1' dt. (5.24) 
--x 
ProoJ Let us consider the upper sign. The argument for the lower sign is 





= 2~ ( llA(#) U(t, keZic. #)f (1' dt. 
. --r 
(5.25) 
Because of Theorem 5.3, the right-hand side can be written in two ways. It is 
of the form 
(5.26) 
We need to show that there is a limit as E -+ 0, and that this equals the 
integral of N(t, 0). Choose 6 > 0. Since N(t, 0) is in I!‘(t) by Lemma 5.4, 
T > 0 can be chosen such that for every E > 0 
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Since N(t. E) is also in f!‘(r). S < 0 can be chosen such that 
j” T (1 - ezEr) N(t. E) dr < d/3. (5.28) 
This is the same as 
1.’ (e “’ - 1) N(t, 0) dt < h/3. (5.29) 
. 7. 
Inequality (5.29) remains true if E is replaced by any c in the interval 
0 < E < E. Given S and T. we now choose E, so close to 0 that 
f7 /I -e?‘j N(t,O)dt < 6/3 
. s 
(5.30) 
whenever 0 < E ,< F,,. If 0 < E < min(e,, E), it follows that expression (5.26) 
differs from jN(t, 0) dt by less than 8. This suffices to prove 
Theorem 5.5. fl 
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